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How does my (SF-) style fit to the style of “agile” organizations? 
	  

 

 

Abstract 
To work in an “agile” way is increasingly popular since about ten years. The core of 
“agile” is the insight, that in complex and very volatile situations a plan driven 
proceeding based on “analyze - draft the solution - plan how to reach the solution - 
act” should be replaced by “create a rough vision -  plan and do a first solution 
increment - inspect the result - rework the rough vision -  plan and do the next 
solution increment - etc”. To accept the unpredictability and therefore to proceed step 
by step towards a rough vision as a moving target is a fundamental change of the 
conversant paradigm of management. This change is accompanied by four “values”, 
as they have been verbalized in http://agilemanifesto.org/ 
How conformable do you feel in business with your (SF)-style of work in such 
unpredictable situations by going ahead step by step based on “act - inspect - adapt” 
and this four values?   
Using some kind of “scenic constellations” combined with William E. Schneider's four 
cultural dimensions and Brian Wernham's dimensions of control each participant is 
welcome to reflect in the group upon this question. This will serve as a foundation for 
a further sharing about “agile work in organizations”.	  

Two sentences crossing your mind reading “I am my style” 
If I „AM“ my style, I create a static construction of myself in contrast to “My style 
REVEALS to OTHERS in my ACTING”.  
This match to Chris Argyris who distinguishes between the “espoused theory” for 
what people profess to believe on one hand and “theories-in-use” for the theory they 
actually use when they take action in the real world on the other hand.  
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Change- and Knowledge Management. He has recent experience as agile coach and 
consultant  with a pragmatic understanding of “Agile” derived from his work in large 
enterprises in the telecom- and financial industries.  
He is co-editor and author of the books “Agile IT-Management at Large Enterprises” 
(original title: “Agiles IT-Management in großen Unternehmen”), Symposion 
Publishing, Düsseldorf, 2013 and "Solution-Focused Management", Hampp, Mering, 
2006.  
 


